Newsletter

“There is no mystique to Tai Chi
Chuan. What is difficult is the perseverance. It took me ten years to
discover my chi, but thirty years to
learn how to use it. Once you see the
benefit, you won’t want to stop.”
– Ma Yueh Liang

Summer 2014

Issue Four
Welcome to our fourth printed newsletter!
“It feels good to be writing the intro to our latest newsletter given that Tai
Chi Nation is now a Community Interest Company - something we have
been working on for some time now. This means that we have changed
the way we operate to make it a much more community orientated and
more open to input and ideas from all areas of our community.
We’ve got a great workshop coming up with Luke this month and will
also be running a new Qigong Instructors Course in the near future (keep
an aye on the website) plus i-Chi Levels 3 and 4 are scheduled to be
completed in January (with some amazing content included).
Really hoping you enjoy this latest edition and feel free to feedback
through our Facebook page or twitter account.
With warm best wishes,
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Tai Chi Nation are a group of teachers
and students dedicated
to Tai Chi and Qigong. Our common
goal is to bring the benefits of the
arts to as many as people as possible
and to do so with heartfelt inegrity.
Collectively, Tai Chi Nation offer a

Join us on Facebook and Twitter for a chance to
win an awesome Tai Chi prize!

range of workshops, classes and
courses that aim to inspire and benefit
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i-Chi Online Tai Chi

Twenty Points by - Patrick A Kelly

For the last two and a half years we have been working hard

1. Every part of the body changes
continuously.
2. Mind and Body align within the changes.
3. Elastic strength is transmitted through
chains of stretching muscles.
4. Movement follows the partner, but internal
changes follow the mind.
5. Move at the partner's slightest intention.
6. Create emptiness while drawing the partner
into it.
7. First big then small.
8. First slow then fast.
9. First low then high.
10. First follow then lead.
11. First deliberate then natural.
12. First constant speed then constant
acceleration then increasing acceleration.
13. First concentrate then expand.
14. First the mind in the body then the body in
the mind.
15. Mind leads and body follows.
16. Deep Mind awareness precedes Deep
Mind intention.
17. Lifting gathers, sinking releases.
18. Gather internally, loosen, align, compress,
stretch, then expand.
19. Yield, neutralise and issue flow
sequentially overlapping.
20. Yielding, neutralising and issuing; yin-yin,
yin-yang, yang-yang.

creating our online course, i-Chi. It’s been a lot of fun and a
lot of graft to bring this dream into reality, but finally we can
see the finish line and more importantly start to spread the Tai
Chi message in ways we believe will connect us to many more
people.
We first launched Level One in 2012, and added Level 2 last
year. It’s been moderately successful with about 60 people
signing up for the package. The free version has been used by
over 800 people, which is quite amazing really.
The idea behind i-Chi is to make the lineage methods available
to more people and offer our deepest system in a new and
experimental way. We wanted the content to have a live feel
so we initially recorded sessions with Luke and 5 students, This
went well but was really tricky to film so in all the subsequent
levels we reduced to two students.
Aimed at keen beginners, i-Chi has a lot of content. We have
created workshops (recorded live with students), Master classes
(which focus on specific aspects of Tai Chi) plus Inches (accuracy
of the Form), E-books and meditations sessions. In levels 3 and
4 we have also included a short film about Push Hands as well
as a Masterclass on the 5 Loosening Exercises.
Bringing such a precious and deep lineage alive in this format
has been really challenging, but what we have found is that by
Levels 3 and 4 the depth really shines through and we think
that this programme will give people some really substantial
content to work with and possibly inspire them to attend a live
workshop.
Levels 3 and 4 are currently being edited and will be live soon.
See what its all about at www.thisisichi.com
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Tai Chi & Stem Cells by Yeh Tzu-kang and Lilian Wu
Taiwanese researchers have
identified one possible
reason that practitioners
of the martial art tai chi
tout its health benefits:
shadow boxing apparently
reinvigorates stem cells.
In a study published in
the International Medical
Journal, Cell Transplantation,
a research team found that tai
chi can increase the number
of stem cells in practitioners.
Lin Hsin-jung, a neural
surgeon and head of China
Medical University Beigang
Hospital in southern Taiwan,
said Saturday that his team’s
research has been selected as
the cover story for the latest
issue of the journal.
He noted that the public has
long considered Tai Chi to

be good for the body, and
inhibition controls, and
practitioners say it helps them helped with mental trauma
live a longer, healthier life.
and nerve exhaustion, Lin
said.
Lin and a team of researchers
put the theory to the test with The research is titled “Tai
three years of research. In
Chi Intervention Increases
the study, 60 subjects were
Progenitor CD34+Cells in
divided into three groups,
Young Adults.”
two of which undertook
tai chi and speed walking,
respectively, and a control
group that did no exercise at
all.
The researchers concluded
that the tai chi practitioners
saw their individual stem cell
counts increase by increments
of three to five times.
Regular tai chi exercises
helped the subjects with
heart function, reinvigorated
neural cells in the brain,
balanced excitement and
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Taking a Sabatical - by Matthew Rochford

,

Matthew Rochford was born in
Scotland in 1969 the son of a
poet and a philosopher.
He first discovered spiritual
teachings at the age of 20 and
opened his first Tai Chi School
when he was 28.
SInce 2008 he has directed Tai
Chi Nation, an organisation
dedicated to bringing the
benefits of the art (and Qigong)
to a wider audience. He lives in
Devon with his wife and dog.

After 16 years of teaching Tai
Chi and Qigong I decided it
was time to take some time
off. It’s been a hard decision to
make, but I know it’s really the
best thing to do right now. I’ve
always thought sabbaticals to
be healthy - a time to step back
and gain perspective.
From a teaching pint of view I
think it’s especially important as
I’ve always noticed my thoughts
and intentions are slightly
different when I practise for
myself, compared to practising
within the context of being
a teacher. With the latter
there’s this extra dimension to
manage and although this is a
productive and positive thing
it’s also really nice to have more
simplicity in my practice now I
am taking a break.
In a way teaching is a pressure the role of providing input and
insight plus having to embody
the principles oneself is always
a challenge. And this pressure
gives us the potential to derive
insights that would otherwise
be dormant. The way we ‘grasp’

at ourselves as teachers often
gets in the way of letting go
(such an essential skill with Tai
Chi) and seeing this is really
helpful. Of course this can also
apply to ‘grasping’ at ourselves
as practitioners and our place
in a group but it’s really been
interesting for me to give my
teachers hat/head a rest!
I’ve always believed that
teaching others Tai Chi and
Qigong is a real and true way
to benefit others and our
communities - looking back
over the years I’ve taught
thousands of people and this
has been a real privilege and
brought me many good friends.

“I’m really looking forward
to being active in other
ways for Tai Chi Nation
as we embrace our new
purpose and vision.”

Advice from the Bean Curd Boxer
The most common way of learning the Form is to try and memorise it.
This is also the worst way. “It is only when we forget all our learning”
said Henry Thoreau - “that we begin to know.”
“It may sound obvious, but remember to keep your eyes open and
alert to what is happening around you when practising. Dont go all
other worldly, don’t go off in search of another planet somewhere,
stay on earth when practicing tai chi. This is not a short cut for
astral projection, if you’re looking to travel amongst the clouds, try
paragliding.”
			
Mr B. C.Boxer
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“New Graduates pass Qigong Instructor Course by Joe Salmon
This spring eight talented people completed the Tai Chi Nation Qigong Instructor Course. Congratulations to
Barry Elms, Anna Crabtree, Fernando Echeveste, Dale Lockett, Jane Cockerell, Nicola Sweetzer- Sturt, Duncan
Passmore and Len Stevens for completing both Modules.
In 2013 Tai Chi Nation revamped the way we trained new instructors, modularising our course to make it
more focussed. We created four modules to cover the syllabus. They are Qigong, Teaching Qigong, Tai Chi and
Teaching Tai Chi. The advantage of this system is potential teachers can choose to study either Qigong or Tai Chi
or both according to their interests.
To complete all four modules takes over two years. We require students to have at least a years experience
before undertaking the Qigong Modules and a year and a half for the Tai Chi Modules. The Qigong modules
cover Dao Yin, Shibashi and Five Element Qigong, as well the theory, philosophy and history of the arts, with
reference to Chinese medical theory.
The Tai Chi modules concentrate on the 24 posture Compact form in the Yang style. The teaching modules are
highly innovative and create a wealth of focussed teaching experience.
All the modules include written work, essays, a journal and rigorous assessment. There is also cameraderie, fun
and enjoyable in depth training with experienced teachers.
The modules are currently taught and assessed by Joe Salmon, Matthew Rochford and Mike Potter.
We recognise that it can take a life time to truly master these arts, so this course is designed to give graduates
a solid understanding of their art and the ability to teach beginners well. A Taoist definition of a teacher is
someone further along a path who helps those who follow after them.
What a great thing to be able to do!
The Tai Chi Modules are currently in full swing, but if you are interested in future Instructor Training courses why
not let us know now?"

Left to right, top: Duncan, Len, Barry, Matthew (teacher), Fernando, Anna, Joe (teacher)
Front: Nicola, Dale
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Events and News
iChi
i-Chi Update our online course for learning
the 37 Short Form and 5 Loosening
Exercises is developing well and level
2 will be ready very soon. More info at
www. thisisichi.com

Free Stuff
Here you will find tons of free stuff from
Tai Chi Nation to complimetn your tai chi
including all previous newsletters and a
talk on the Tai Chi Story.
www.taichination.com/free-stuff.php

TCN offers, courses news
and much more
Sign up for emails at the top of our home
page to receive the latest offers and news.
www.taichination.com

Join TCN on Facebook and Twitter
for a chance to win an awesome Tai
Chi prize!

Bean Curd Boxer Blog
http://teapotmonk-thebeancurdboxer.
blogspot.co.uk/

Patrick Kelly Website
Indepth articles and views from Master
Huang Shen Shyan’s Senior Western
Student.
www.patrickkellytaiji.com

Upcoming workshops
All at Dartington Hall, Totnes, Devon.
Please book via the website or call us for more information.

RELAXED ELASTIC FORCES
DEEPENING YOUR PRACTICE OF TAI CHI
31 OCT- 2ND NOV - STUDIO SIX DARTINGTON SPACE

What do those more experienced than us understand, feel and
train? How can we develop our practice to the next level?
This workshop gives you a chance to get to see your practice in a
new light and with this as our starting point luke will be offering
a clear training direction towards developing relaxed elastic issuing forces. Expect a detailed and internal approach (patrick kelly/
master huang lineage) with lots of partner work and plenty to take
home.
“Tai chi gives a clear model for lightening our load and a practical
method
For being centered in our being. Finding a strength that only arises
from letting go gives a clear methodology for training.”
- Luke shepherd
Level: improver to advanced from any style.
Teacher: Luke Shepherd
Covering: 5 loosening exercises, 37 short form, partner work, push
hands, refinement.
Pricing
Whole weekend: £100. Fridays: £15. Saturday: £45. Sunday: £45.
Timings
Friday: 7pm-9pm. Saturday: 11am-1pm and 2-6pm. Sunday: 10am1pm and 2-4pm.

NEW QIGONG INSTRUCTORS COURSE
TAI CHI NATION
Room DS026
Dartington Space
Dartington Hall

Keep an eye on the website for this course starting in the near future or
simply register your interest with us and we will let you know as soon as
we have the dates. Suitable for all (from any school) with a keen interest
and one year training.

Totnes, Devon TQ9 6EN
Phone: 01803 864 160
Mobile: 07717 172 691

www.taichination.com
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